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The structure of the large values attained by a stationary random process indexed by a 
one-dimensional parameter is well described in the literature in many cases of interest. Here this 
structure is described in terms of semicontinuous processes. The main advantage with this is that 
it automatically generalizes to processes with multi-dimensional parameter. Concrete asymptotic 
results are given for Gaussian fields, which, in case of continuous parameter, may possess very 
erratic sample paths. 
extreme values * random fields * semicontinuous processes * Gaussian fields 
1. Introduction 
This paper provides a new framework for weak convergence of extremes and, in 
doing so, it extends some well-known results in the one-dimensional theory to 
random fields. The emphasis is on the continuous-parameter case, although new 
results are obtained also for processes with discrete parameter. The main tools are 
some recent developments of the theories of semicontinuous processes and random 
sets. Cf. Vervaat [23] and Norberg [19, 20]. For background information on random 
sets the reader is referred to Matheron [18]. All the one-dimensional results for 
extremes which the present work extends can be found in a monograph by Leadbetter, 
Lindgren and Rootz6n [15]. Accordingly this is our main reference and its compre- 
hensive list of references i recommended to the reader interested in original papers. 
We proceed to discuss the main result of this paper. Let Y = { Y(s), s e Rd+} be a 
real-valued stationary random process indexed by a d-dimensional parameter (R+ = 
[0, oo), d e N = {1, 2,...}). Suppose the trajectories of Y are continuous. Whenever 
T> 0 let cr : R -, R be increasing and right continuous (R = (-oo, oo)). Let further 
-oo<~ c<~ infr.xcr(x). Write ~ for the collection of all bounded (i.e. relatively 
compact) Borel sets in Rd+. For T> 0 define 
Xr(s)=cr(Y(sT)) ,  seR~, (1.1) 
~T(B)=sup,e~CT(Y(sT)), B~ ~, (1.2) 
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(convention: sups~ Xr (s )  = c) and 
~r  = {(s, x)e Ra+ x (c, oo], x<~ CT( Y(sT)}. (1.3) 
The Xr ' s  are semicontinuous processes [23] on Rd+, the srr's are (maxitive) random 
capacities [20] on Rd+ and the ~0T'S are random sets [18, 19] in R d x (c, oo] ((c, oo] 
is the usual right-end compactif ication of (c, oo) and Rd+ x (c, oo] is endowed with 
the product topology). We refer to ~or as the hypograph of Xr. 
Note that, for T>0,  K c_ Ra+ compact and c<x<~oo, 
{XT(S)<xfora l l s~K}={~r(K)<x}={~rnKx[x ,~]=~}.  (1.4) 
Cf. [20]. All these events are measurable. This is a straightforward consequence of 
the fact that all trajectories of Y are continuous. 
We study the asymptotic distributions of the processes XT, ~T and ~r  as T ~ oo 
in a case which has been extensively studied when d = 1. It is known [20] that a 
limit result for one of them automatical ly converts into limit results for the others. 
We now introduce our class of l imit processes. Let p be a Poisson process on 
R~ x (c, oo] with intensity Ep = )t x tz, where )t is d-dimensional Lebesgue measure 
whi le /z  is a non-zero measure on (c, oo] satisfying 
/z[x, ~]  < oo, x>c. (1.5) 
Introduce a random capacity 
~(B)=sup{x,x>c,p(Bx[x,  oO])>~ 1}, B~.  (1.6) 
Then, for B ~ ~ and x > c, 
{~(B)<x}={p(Bx[x,  oo])= 0}. (1.7) 
The probabil ity of  the latter event is F(x) xB, where 
F(x) =exp( - /x [x ,  oo]), x> c, (1.8) 
is a (left-continuous) distribution function on (c, oo]. Moreover s r has independent 
peaks in the sense that st(B1), . . . ,  ~:(B,) are independent whenever n~ N and 
B1 , . . . ,  B, ~ ~ are (pairwise) disjoint. Put further 
X(s) = ~({s}), s ~ Ra+, (1.9) 
and write ~ for the hypograph of X, i.e. 
= ((s, x )~ Ra+ x (c, ~] ,  x<~ X(s)}. (1.10) 
The semicontinuous process X, defined in (1.9), is a rather peculiar process. Note 
that X(s) = c as for all fixed s ~ R~, while it is far from true that the event on which 
X(s) = c for all s ~ Ra+ has probabil ity one. In fact the latter can occur if, and only 
if, IZ is identically zero a case that we have excluded. 
Let us note that, for K ___ Ra+ compact and x > c, 
{X(s )<xfora l l s~K}={~(K)<x}={~nKx[x ,  oo]=O}. (1.11) 
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We have already seen a similar statement for Xr, and it is perhaps not surprising 
that the following three assertions, suitably interpreted, are equivalent: 
XT ~ X, (1.12) 
~r d ~, (1.13) 
d 
Cr ~ ¢. (1.14) 
We write a.~ for convergence in distribution, i.e. weak convergence ofthe correspond- 
ing probability measures. Cf. Billingsley [4]. The topological spaces involved in 
assertions (1.12)-(1.14) are defined in Section 2. 
In the main result of this paper we present conditions on Y and the cr's under 
which the equivalent assertions (1.12)-(1.14) hold for an appropriate choice of the 
vertical intensity/z. 
We now present some tractable necessary and sufficient conditions for (1.12)- 
(1.14). First conclude from [20] that (1.13) holds iff 
(~T(B1),..., ¢r(B,)) ~ ( f (Ba) , . . . ,  ¢(B,)) (1.15) 
whenever n ~ N and Bi ~ ~, h OBi = 0, 1 ~< i <~ n. (We write B- for the closure, B ° 
for the interior and OB = B- \B  ° for the boundary of B.) The space underlying the 
weak convergence in (1.15) is [c, oo]" equipped with the product opology. 
Next we remark that (1.14) holds iff 
lim P{~r n B ~ 0} = P{~ c~ B ~ 0} 
T 
(1.16) 
for all bounded B ~ R d x (c, oo] with 
P{~o n B- ~: 0, ~nB°=0}=0 (1.17) 
[19] (B ~_ Rd+ x (c, oo] is bounded iff B ___ K x [x, oo] for some compact K ~ Rd+ and 
some x > c). 
In general there is no direct characterization k own of (1.12) in terms of X and 
the Xr's. However it is shown in [20] that if c = 0, and X and the Xr 's  are finite 
valued, then (1.12) holds iff 
d 
sup f ( s )Xr (s )  "'> sup f ( s )X(s )  
$ $ 
for all continuous and compactly supported f :Rd~R+.  We write 
collection of all such functions. 
We now discuss some cases of particular interest. First let 
(1.18) 
~+ for the 
C T -~- lt.,T=o), T > 0. (1.19) 
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(1A denotes the indicator function of A.) Here ur is some high level typically 
increasing with T, and the objects of interest are the normalized excursion sets 
r l r={Xr>- l}={s~Ra+, Y(sT)>-ur},  T>0.  (1.2o) 
Note that the r/r's are random sets in Rd+. 
Put further 
r /= {X/> 1}. (1.21) 
Note that the random set 7/ is the support of a stationary Poisson process on R d 
with intensity ~-=/z[1, oo]. It is shown in [20] that (1.12)-(1.14) hold iff 
d 
,17- -> 7/. (1.22) 
We may conclude from [19] that (1.22) is equivalent to 
l imP{r l rnB~0}=P{r lnB~0},  BeN,  hOB=O. 
T 
(1.23) 
Of course 
P{n n B = 0} = exp(-~'hB), B ~ N, (1.24) 
while, for K c_ Rd+ compact, 
P{r l rnK=O}=P{ sup Y(s)<Ur}, T>0.  
s /T~K 
(1.25) 
Moreover it is proved in [20] that (1.22) is equivalent to 
d 
sup f (s )  ~ sup f (s) ,  f e c~+. (1.26) 
$ E "r/T SE'Q 
Clearly s e ~Tr if[ Y(sT)  >- ur. Let us also note here that (1.22) implies 
d 
Onr --~ 71. (1.27) 
This is proved in Proposition 2.2. 
Now consider the case d = 1. Suppose the event that fir contains no isolated 
points and Orlr is locally finite has probability one for each fixed T> 0. This can 
be shown to hold under regularity conditions on Y similar to those in the first two 
sections of Chapter 7 in [15], and it implies that the points of Or/r are either up- 
or down-crossings for { Y(sT) ,  s >~ 0} of the level ur. Write a+~gr for the subset of 
up-crossing points. Then 
d 
O+r/r "--> ri, (1.28) 
is a rather straightforward consequence of (1.27). Of course a corresponding limiting 
result holds for down-crossings. 
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In this paper #A denotes cardinality of a set A. Moreover, when g is a locally 
finite random set, then #~: denotes the point process defined by #~(K)  = #(~ n K). 
Consequently, #0+r/r as a random measure is the point process of up-crossings of 
the level UT made by the normalized process { Y(sT),  s ~ 0}. Assume 
limsup E#O+rlr[S, t) < - r(t--s),  0~s< t<oo. (1.29) 
r 
Then {#0%IT} is a relatively compact collection of point processes on R+, and we 
may conclude from [11] that (1.28) implies 
d 
#O+~r --'~ # rl. (1.30) 
General conditions on Y and the UT'S for (1.30) to hold can be found in [15]. 
Therefore this theme will not be pursued further here. 
Next consider the case 
H 
CT= ~ lt,,T.~), T>0,  (1.31) 
i= l  
where n e N and UlT~""" ~ U,,T. For every level i e {1, . . . ,  n} we introduce the 
excursion sets 
r/,r = {XT > -- i}= {s ~ Ra+, Y(sT)>~ U,T}, 
and write 
7, = {x  ~ i}. 
It follows from [20] that (1.12)-(1.14) hold itt 
T>0,  (1.32) 
(1.33) 
( rh r , . . . ,  ~,r) -~d (Th, . . . ,  7/,). (1.34) 
Of course there are characterizations of (1.34) which are similar to the characteriz- 
ations (1.23) and (1.26) of (1.22). Furthermore, the arguments leading to (1.27) and, 
for d = 1, to (1.28) and (1.30) are easily extended to joint consideration of several 
levels as above. 
Let us finally consider the case 
CT(X)=aT(X--bT), x~R,  T>0.  (1.35) 
Here aT>0 and br~ R, T>0.  Assume (1.12)-(1.14). Then, by (1.15), 
aT(SUpo~T Y(s ) -b r )  j'~ F. (1.36) 
(Of course, for S=(S l , . . . ,Sd)ER d, O<--s<--T if/ O<--sk <~ T, l<~k<~d.) Routine 
argumentation i volving the asymptotic independence in (1.15) now show that F 
must belong to one of the three classes of max-stable distributions (see [15]), 
provided F is non-degenerate of course. So the general results also imply the classical 
theorem of extremal types. Its formulation is left to the reader. 
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In particular such an F must be continuous. Hence, by Proposition 2.2, for n e N 
and -~ < x~ <~ • • • ~< xn < ~,  
({Xr ~> x,}, l<~i<~n) d-~ ({X ~> x,}, l<~i~n) .  (1.37) 
This is (1.34) with uir = x i /a r  + br, 1 <~ i <<- n, T> O. Hence all previous results on 
excursion sets and their boundaries continue to hold with this choice of { cr, T > 0} 
(provided (1.12)-(1.14) hold, of course). 
Although the main emphasis is on continuous-parameter processes, we also 
present a couple of basic results for discrete-parameter processes. They lead to a 
complete description of the extremes for a large class of vector-valued processes 
on Zd+ (Z÷ = {0, 1,. . .}),  which we now are going to sketch. 
Fix d, m e N and let Xn = {(X1 j , . . . ,  X~) , j  e Za+} be a stationary random field 
for each n e N. Then, under suitable restrictions on the Xn's, the point process on 
R~+ × ( -~,  ~]  supported by the sets 
{( j /n ,X  i • d ,j),J e Z+}, l<~i<~m, (1.38) 
are, in the limit as n ~ ~,  independent Poisson processes with intensities )t x/z~, 
1 <~ i <~ m, where ;t is d-dimensional Lebesgue measure as above and the p.~'s atisfy 
(1.5). 
We now describe the organization of the paper. Section 2 presents ome back- 
ground material on random sets and semicontinuous processes, to make the paper 
reasonably self-contained. There we also prove a few new results which we believe 
to be of independent interest. Section 3 discusses the extremal theory for processes 
with discrete parameter. This section further serves as a preparation for the techni- 
cally more complicated continuous-parameter theory in Section 4. Finally, in Section 
5 we apply the results to Gaussian processes. 
Most of the notation is introduced where needed. A few conventions follow here. 
A collection ~ of subsets of a locally compact opological space S is called separating 
if, for each instance of compact K and open G in S with K ~ G there is an A e ~t 
such that K _c A c_ G. The set R d is endowed with the coordinatewise partial order. 
For s=(s~, . . . , sd )eRa+ we write [0, s] for the rectangle l-I, [0, s,] and put Ilsll = 
max{s~, . . . ,  Sd}. Whenever a scalar occurs in a formula at the location of a vector, 
it means the corresponding vector with equal components. So s + x with s e R d and 
x e R denotes the vector (s~ + x , . . . ,  Sd + X). 
2. Random capacities, semicontinuous processes and random sets 
Here the theory needed to understand assertions uch as (1.12)-(1.14) and their 
consequences i  reviewed and developed further. 
Let S be a locally compact second countable Hausdortt space and fix c e [-oo, oo). 
Write ~, ~ and 4, resp, for the classes of compact, open and closed subsets of $. 
Furthermore write ~ for the class of all bounded Borel sets in S. The letters K, G, 
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F and B, with or without subscripts, are in the following reserved for members of 
Y/', ~, 3: and ~1, resp. Moreover, the letters x and s denote generic elements of (c, oo] 
and S, resp., unless stated otherwise. 
Let us say that f :  YCu ~ [c, oo] is a capacity and write f~  q/~ if 
f(O)=c, (2.1) 
f(A1)<~f(A2), AI,A2~YCv~, AI~A2, (2.2) 
f(G)=limf(G,), G, G~, G2,...~ ~, G,'~G, (2.3) 
n 
f(K)=limf(K,),  K,K,,K2,...~YC, Kn~K. (2.4) 
n 
Note that, for f ~ 0//,, 
f (G)  = sup f (K ) ,  
K~_G 
f (K )= inf f(G), 
K~_G 
G (2.5) 
K YC. (2.6) 
The verification of these facts is straightforward. We further say that a capacity 
f s  q/c is regular if 
sup f (K) = inf f(G), B ~ ~. (2.7) 
K~_B B~_G 
All regular capacities extend to ~ by means of the formula 
f (B)=supf(K) ,  BeG. (2.8) 
K~B 
Endow q/~ with the topology generated by the families 
{feql~,f(K)<x}, KEY{, x>c, 
and 
{f~qlc,f(G)>x}, G~3, x>c. 
It will be referred to as the vague topology. It is proved in [20] that q/c is compact, 
second countable and Hausdortt. Hence °//c can be given a complete and separable 
metric compatible with the topology. 
Recall that f:S-,[c, oo] is called upper semicontinuous (use) if {f>~x}~3; 
whenever c< x <~ oo. Write 3~, for the collection of all such function. Sometimes we 
write 3r÷ for 3~o. 
Whenever f~  3:, we introduce a regular capacity f f  and a closed subset of 
S x (c, oo], denoted hypo( f )  and called the hypograph off, by means of the formulae 
fV(B)=supf(s), B~,  (2.9) 
s~B 
hypo( f )  = {(s, x),x<~f(s)} (2.10) 
(convention in (2.9) and in similar definitions below: sups~f (s )= c). 
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Note that, for f~ , . . . ,  fn e ,~, 
hypo(sup,f) =U hypo(f), (2.11) 
i 
while, for {f~ } c_ ~c, 
hypo(inff,~) =n hypo(f~). (2.12) 
tit o~ 
Thus, hypo preserves the lattice structure of ~c. 
Note that F-~ 1F is an embedding of ~ into o~÷. Clearly 
1, i f FnB~0,  
1 ~-(B) = 0, otherwise. (2.13) 
We may now conclude that the induced vague topology on ~ is generated by the 
families 
{F, FnK=O}, Ke~, 
and 
{F, FnG~O}, G~.  
Thus it concides with the topology discussed in [18]. Endow ~ with this topology. 
(This sentence and similar ones should be interpreted as follows: Whenever we 
meet a collection of closed subsets of a locally compact second countable Hausdorff 
space, we assume it is endowed with this topology.) 
It is not hard to see that the vague topology on q/¢ coincides with the coarsest 
topology making the mappings f~f (K)  and f~f(G)  upper and lower semicon- 
tinuous resp. However note that, for f~  ~,  
f~(K)<x iiI hypo(f)nKx[x, oo]=O 
while 
f"(G)>x itt hypo(f)nGx(x, oo]~O. 
It is now rather a straightforward task to prove that the topologies on ~c induced 
by the mappings .v and hypo coincide [20, 23]. In the literature this toplogy is 
sometimes referred to as the hypo topology. Let us also note here that the relative 
hypo topology on the collection of all usc functions on S into [0, oo) is generated 
by the mappings 
fosupf (s )g (s ) ,  ge~+ (2.14) 
$ 
[20]. Here and below ~+ denotes the collection of all compactly supported con- 
tinuous functions on S into R+. 
Random elements in q/c, ~c and ~: are subsequently called random capacities, 
semicontinuous processes and random sets, resp. Cf. [18, 19, 20, 23]. 
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Let st be a semicontinuous process on $. Then hypo(g) is a random set in S x (c, oo]. 
By [18, p. 9] so is also 0 hypo(~). The excursion set {st~>x} is a random set in S. 
This follows from the fact that {g >I x} n K = ~ iff ~(K) < x. Note that {~/> x + n-l} 
converges pointwise to {~: > x}- as n ~ oo. Hence {~ > x}- is a random set in S and 
the event on which {~ I> x} = {~ > x}- is measurable. By [18, p. 47] we conclude that 
the event that all excursion sets are locally finite is measurable. On this event we 
have 0{st~ > x} = {~> x} for all x> c and, moreover, 0 hypo(st)= hypo(~). If  it has 
probabil ity one then {st>x} is a random set, since {~:>x}={~>x}-  a.s. and 
{st> x} c~ B ~ ~t iff ~V(B)> x. Let us finally note here that the evaluation ~(B)  is a 
random variable in [c, a] for all B e ~,  if the sample space on which ~ is defined 
is complete [20]. In this case it follows that {sty> x} n B # 0 is a measurable vent. 
Clearly this fact holds for arbitrary random sets too, cf. [18]. 
We proceed to discuss convergence in distribution of random elements of q/e, ~:¢ 
and ~:. First, suppose st, st1, st2, • • • are random capacities on S. Then, by [20], ~, d_, 
iff 
(St , (B,) , . . . ,  St~(B,,))~ (sO(B,),. . . ,  ~:(Bm)) (2.15) 
whenever m ~ N and Bi ~ ~, St(B °) = ~:(BT) a.s., 1 <~ i ~< m. In (2.15) d_.) is w.r.t, the 
product topology on [c, oo] m, stn(Bi) denotes an arbitrary random variable satisfying 
St,(B°)<~St,,(B,)<~,,(BV, ) a.s. 
and 
~:(B,) = ~(B °) = St(B~-) a.s. 
Next suppose ~, ~1, ~2, . . .  are random sets in S. By [19], ~, ~ ~ iff 
lim P{s~. c~ B ~ 0} = P{~: n B ~ 0} (2.16) 
/1 
for all B ~ ~ with P{s ~ c~ B ° = ~, st c~ B-  ¢ ~} = 0. Moreover, by [20], g, d__> st iff 
d 
supf(s)-->supf(s), f ~ ~+. (2.17) 
s~.  set  
Final ly let st and the st,'s be semicontinuous processes on S. Obviously ~, ~ ~ iff 
st~ d__> s~v iff hypo(~:,) ~ hypo(s~). Moreover, if  s ~ and the st,'s take their values in 
[0, oo) then ~, ~ ~ iff 
d supf(s)~,,(s)-->supf(s)~(s), f ~ c~+. (2.18) 
$ $ 
This fact is proved in [20]. Note also that, for S discrete, st, d.~ ~ iit 
(~n(Sl),...,~n(Sm)) d--->(~(Sl),...,st(Sm)), meN,  s l , . . . , sm~S.  (2.19) 
Now we proceed with some new consequences of the assertion ~:, ~ st. They are 
needed in the following sections. However we do believe that they have some 
independent value too. 
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Proposition 2.1. Let ~, ~ ,  ~2, . . .  be semicontinuous processes on S into [c, ~)  and 
assume 0 hypo(sC,) ~ 0 hypo(sC). Then ~, a__> ~. Conversely, suppose ~, ~ ~, that 
0 hypo(~:) = hypo(~) a.s., and that S is locally connected. Then 0 hypo(~:,) ~ hypo(sC). 
Proposition 2.2. Let ~, ~ ,  ~2, . . . be semicontinuous processes on S andsuppose ~, d__> :~. 
Fix m e N and xi > c with {~ >-- xi} = {~ > xi}- a.s., 1 <~ i <~ m. Then 
({~,,/> x ,} , . . . ,  {~,, >I x,,}) ~ ({~> x ,} , . . . ,  {~> Xm}). (2.20) 
Moreover the set of  points x> c for which {~>~x}={~>x}- a.s. is dense. Suppose 
further that S is locally connected and that 
O{~Xi}={~Xi}  a.s., l<-i<~m. 
Then 
(0{~, -- .-> x,}, 1 <~i<~m) J-~ ({sc~> xi}, 1 <~ i<~ m). (2.21) 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. First note that, for fe  ~c, 
fV (K)<x iff hypo( f )nKx[x ,  oo]=O 
and 
fV (B)>x iff hypo( f )nBx(x ,  oo]~sO 
[20]. Now let f, f~ , f2 , . . .e .~c  take their values in [c, ~). Suppose 0 hypo( f , )~  
0 hypo(f) .  If fV (K)  < x then a hypo(f )  n K x [x, ~]  = 0. Hence, for n sufficiently 
large, 0 hypo(f,)  n K x Ix, ~]  = 0. Of course the latter implies f~,(K) < x. Next, if 
fV(G) > x then 0 hypo(f)  n G x (x, ~]  ~s 0. Hence 0 hypo(f,)  n G x (x, oo] ~s 0, and 
therefore f~(G)> x, for sufficiently large n. We may now conclude that jr, ~f .  
Conversely, suppose jr,-*f, that 0 hypo( f )= hypo(f )  and that S is locally con- 
nected. Then also S x (c, ~]  is locally connected and we may conclude by [18, p. 9] 
that the mapping 0 is Isc. In the terminology of [18] we now get 
F = OF ~ l iminf OF, <~ limsup OF, <~ l im F, = F. (2.22) 
Here we have written F=hypo( f )  and F ,=hypo( f , ) ,  neN.  Hence 
0 hypo(f,)  ~ hypo(f) .  
By [4, Theorem 5.1] the proposition ow follows. [] 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let ~o be a countable open base for ~. Suppose {~ I> x} 
{~>x}-.  Then ~(s)>~x for some s~{~>x}- .  But then ~V(G)<-x for some Ge ~o 
with s e G. Hence ~V(G)= x. We may now conclude that 
{x>c,P{{~>~x}={~>x}-}<l}  C - U {x>c,P{~(G)=x}>O}.  (2.23) 
G ~ ~3o 
On the right hand side we have a countable union of countable sets. Hence the set 
on the left hand side in (2.23) is countable. This proves the middle assertion. 
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Now let f , f~, f2 , . . .  ~ ~Fc. Suppose f ,  -*f  and that {f~> x} = { f> x}-. A simple 
argument yields at once {f,,>>-x}~{f>-x}. Suppose O{f>~x}={f>~x} too. The 
mapping 0 is continuous at F if F = OF [18, p. 9]. Hence 0{f~ >t x}-~ {f>~ x}. 
By [4, Theorem 5.1] the remaining assertions of the proposition ow follow. [] 
Let ~ be a semicontinuous process on S having, with probability one, locally 
finite excursion sets. Then #{~ c} is a point process on S for each x > c. Note 
that x -* #{~ I> x} is decreasing and left continuous. It is not hard to see that there 
is a unique point process ]~:1 on S x (c, o~] satisfying 
I¢lK xEx, x}(K), K ~ Yf, x> c, (2.24) 
(i.e. I¢lr x Ix, oo] equals the cardinality of the set {~:~> x} n K). We may say that 
counts all peaks of s ~, while #{s ~~> x} only counts the peaks above the level x. 
Proposition 2.3. Let ~, ~1, ~2,. . . be semicontinuous processes on S with locally finite 
excursion sets, and let ~ ~ ~ be a semi-ring. Suppose the ring generated by ~ is 
separating. Let further Dc_(c, oo) be dense. I f  I~,l d-~ ]~1 then ~,, 4.%/~. Conversely, 
I~.1 I~1 i f  ~,, ~ ,~ and 
limsup E#{~, -> x}(A) <~ E # {~ I> x}(A), A e ,d, x ~ D. (2.25) 
n 
Proof. First note that the first assertion is a trivial consequence of [4, Theorem 5.1 ]. 
Assume ~, d_~ ~ and (2.25). By dominated convergence the latter extends to all x > c. 
By Proposition 2.2, 
({~:,/> Xl}, • • •, {~:,, I> Xm}) ~ ({~> X,},. . . ,  {~ Xm}) (2.26) 
whenever m ~ N and {s~xi}={sr> xi}- a.s., 1 ~< i~ m. It is now a rather obvious 
consequence of [11, Theorem 4.7, Exc. 4.14] that 
(#(~ t> xl}, • • •, #{~, I> xm}) ~ (#(~:~> x~},.., #{~:~ Xm}) (2.27) 
whenever m and the xi's are as above. By Proposition 2.2 the set of points x > c for 
which {~>x}={g> x}- is dense in (c, oo). Hence it contains a countable dense 
subset Q. Introduce 
Go = n {B, #{g~> x}(0B) =0 a.s.}. (2.28) 
xeQ 
It can be shown that G o is a separating ring (el. [ 11, lemma 4.2], which shows that 
every set in this intersection is a separating ring). Hence the class of finite unions 
of sets B x [x, y) or B x [x, oo], where B e G o and x, y ~ Q, is a separating ring. 
Denote it by ~. From (2.27) we now get, for m e N and R~, . . . ,  Rm e ~, 
I~,lRm) d.~ (]~:IRa,..., ]~lRm)" (2.29) 
Hence I .1 I 1- Cf. [203. [] 
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Let st be a semicontinuous process on S into [0, oo] with locally finite excursion 
sets. Then 
Istl,/= x dlstl(K, x) = xlK(s) dlstl(s,x) (2.30) 
0,oo) 
is an extended valued random variable for all K e ~. If the event hat these variables 
are finite has probability one, then, clearly, (2.30) defines a random measure on S. 
For f~ 6e÷--the collection of all Borel measurable non-negative functions on S--we 
get by a routine approximation procedure 
Istl/= f/dlstl  = f xf(s)dlstl(s, x). (2.31) 
A semicontinuous process s t on S into [c, ~]  is said to have independent peaks 
[20, 22] if stY(B1),.., stV(B,) are independent whenever B1,. . ,  B, ~ ~ are disjoint. 
Let st be such a process. Then, by [20], either st(s)= oo for all s ~ S a.s. or there 
exists some h e ~c which is finite in at least one point and some locally finite measure 
m on S x (c, oo]\hypo(h), such that 
whenever n e NandKi e Y{, xi > h~(Ki), 1 ~ i ~ n, and, for K e Y{ and c < x ~ h~(K),  
P{St~ ( K ) < x} = O. (2.33) 
Suppose h(s) = c, s e S. Then st has locally finite excursion sets. Moreover, Istl and 
#{st/>x} are Poisson processes on Sx(c,  oo] and S, resp, with intensities m and 
B~mBx[x ,  oO], BeG.  
If c = 0 and m is concentrated on S x (0, oo) such that 
f( x dm(K,  oo, ~ ffF, (2.34) x)  < K 
0,oo) 
then Istl K < ~ for all K E ~ with probability one, so Istlp is a well-defined random 
measure on S. It is easily seen that Ist[p has independent increments and Laplace 
transform 
E exp(- lst l J )= exp( - f  (1--e -xf(s)) dm(s, x)),  f~  5e+. (2.35) 
\ d / 
Proposition 2.4. Let st, st1, st2,.., be semicontinuous processes on S into R+. Suppose 
the sets {st, > 0} are locally finite with probability one, and that st satisfies (2.32) for 
some locally finite measure m concentrated on S x (0, oo) such that (2.34) holds. 
Furthermore suppose st, ~ st and (2.25), so that Ist,[ d_~ [stl. I f  
lim limsup P{ISt, IK×(0, oo)> k}=0, K ~,  (2.36) 
k--~oo /1 
then Istnl  Istlp- 
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Proof. Fix u ~ U = {x > 0, {~> x} = {~> x} a.s.}. For f~  ~:+ we put f= =flt,,~)(f). 
Note that f . .6~+ and that f=~(K)<x iff fV(K)<u or u<-fV(K)<x. Thus the 
mapping f-~f. is measurable. It is continuous at f if f has locally finite excursion 
sets and {f~> u} = {f> u}. Now we conclude by [4, Theorem 5.1] that ~.= ~ ~, and, 
by Proposition 2.3, 
d 
I~.=1--. I~,,I. (2.37) 
Now let h : S-* R+ be continuous with compact support H and fix v > u. By (2.37), 
X.o d_. Xv, where 
X.v = f h(s)(xl(o,~)(x)+ vlt,,,~)(x))dl#.,.l(s, x), (2.38) 
J Sx(O,oo )
X~= fs h(s)(xl<o,v)(x)+vlt:,o~)(x))dl~,,l(s,x). (2.39) 
x(O,oo) 
By monotone convergence, 
xv ~ I¢,,I,h (2.40) 
as v ~ ~. Moreover, by (2.37), 
lira limsup P{[~.,.lph-X.~>O}<~lim limsup P{Is xh(s) dl~.=l(s, x)>0} 
n x[v, oo) 
By [5, Theorem 25.5], 
~l im limsup P{Ig.=IH ×[v, oo] I> 1} 
19 n 
<~ lim P{I¢,IH ×Iv, oo]1> 1}=0. 
D 
I~,..I,h ~ I~.,I,h. 
Let u ~ 0 through U. By monotone convergence, 
Ig~l~h ~ I~lph. 
Fix e > 0. Then, by (2.36), 
lim limsup P{lg, lph - [~=l~h I> e} 
U ?! 
<~lim limsup P{[¢,,[H x (0, u) >I e/(u sup h)} 
u I'1 
=0. 
By a second reference to [5, Theorem 25.5] we now see that 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
(2.43) 
(2.44) 
I~,lph ~ I~lph. (2.45) 
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We conclude that [] 
We conclude this section with a sufficient condition for convergence in distribution 
of a sequence {~,} of semicontinuous processes on S, in case the limiting process 
~: has independent peaks and satisfies (2.32) for some locally finite measure m on 
S x (c, oo]. Let M ~ ~ be a semi-ring whose generated ring is separating, and let 
D c (c, oo) be dense. Then ~, ~ ~: if, for all A ~ M and x e D, 
P{s~,~(A) <~ x} ~ exp( -mA x (x, oo]), (2.46) 
and, whenever k~ N, At , . . ,  Ak ~ ~ are disjoint and X l , . . . ,  Xk ~ D, 
k k 
P f-) {~,~(Aj)~xj}- 1 I P{~(Aj)<-xj} -~0. (2.47) 
j=~ j=~ 
This follows easily from general sufficient conditions for convergence in distribution 
of semi-continuous processes given in [20]. 
In the sequel we will use the same notation for a semicontinuous process and its 
associated random capacity. So ~(K ) = sup ~ ~ ~ ~ (s) for semicontinuous processes ~. 
3. Discrete parameter andom fields 
This section discusses the theory of extremes for stationary random fields indexed 
by vectors of integers. 
Fix d, m e N and let Xn ={(X~,j, . . . ,  X~),j~ Zd+} be a stationary random field 
for every n ~ N. Let c ~ [-oo, co) be fixed and, for 1 - l_< m, assume v~ -~ ~ as n ~ co. 
We introduce semicontinuous processes on Rd+ by means of 
~(s)={max{X~j, c} ifsvt,=J~Za+, 
c otherwise. (3.1) 
Further put 
~,,(l,s)=~(s), /~{1, . . . ,m},  s~Rd+. (3.2) 
Clearly {gn} is a sequence of semicontinuous processes on {1, . . . ,  m}x R d. The 
notation from Section 2 is retained with S = Rd+. Thus, for example, X denotes the 
collection of all compact subsets of R d. 
Let A be d-dimensional Lebesgue measure, and introduce independent semicon- 
tinuous processes ~:1,..., ~m on R d into [c, co) with independent peaks satisfying 
k k 
-logP N {¢'(g,)<-x,}=x U g,×(x,, oo) 
i=l i=1 
(3.3) 
whenever k ~ N, Ki ~ X, xi > c, 1 <~ i <~ k, 1 <~ I ~ m, where, for 1 <~ I ~< m, ~'~1 is a 
measure on (c, oo) with/zt(x, a))<oo for all x > c. Cf (2.32). Furthermore put 
¢(l,s)=¢l(s), l<_l<~m, s~R~+. (3.4) 
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Before discussing the main result of this section, let us note that 
¢, d ~: iff (¢~, . . . ,  ~:nm ) .~d (~71,..., ~:m), 
that 
and that 
if[ 
The latter of course provided that c = 0 and that 
I( < 1 ~< l <~ (3.5) d/zt(x) X O(3, m. 
o,oo) 
This is an easy exercise which we leave to the reader. 
Theorem 3.1. With the notation introduced above, we have I 1, provided there 
is a dense D ~ ( c, oo) such that 
l im z d t (V.) P{X.o>X}=tzl(x, oo), l<~l<~m, x~D,  (3.6) 
n 
lim(v.)! ap{X.o>X,t Xko>x}=O,  l<~k,l<-m, k~l ,  x>c, (3.7) 
irl 
lira limsup r a ~ P{ X k > X, X t > x} = O, 
r n i#j,i~vkn/ r,j~vtn/r 
and, for each/3>0, se [O, /3] a, y>0 and Do~ D finite, 
I p q 
l imsup P ('~ {Xk.7o<~X,,}n( "] {X~b<~yb} 
a=l  b=l 
p q 
-P(-~ {xkTo<~X,.}PN {X~<~ yb} 
a----1 b=l 
=0, 
where the supremum extends over p, q ~ N, x,~, Yb ~ Do, 1 <<- ka, lb <<- m, 
i,,/v~°~[O,s-y], jb /v~tO,  fl]d\[O,s], l<~a<-p, l<~b<~q. 
Suppose c= 0 and (3.5). If, in addition to (3.6)-(3.9), 
l d i l imsup(v,)  P{X,,o>0}<oo, l<~l<~m, 
n 
then I .lp I lp- 
l<~k,l<~m, x>c, 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.1o) 
In (3.8) we have written limr for limr-,~o. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is postponed. 
1 m In applications one usually has vn = . . . .  = vn. We will need the extra generality 
in the next section dealing with the continuous parameter case. 
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Note that the mixing condition (3.9) is trivial and that (3.7)-(3.8) follow from 
(3.6) if the i , X~j s are independent for each fixed n ~ N. In this case (3.6) is equivalent 
to 
lim P/sup~ X~<~x} 
k j~vn 
provided 
lim P{Xl, o > x} = O, 
11 
=exp(-/x/(x, oo)), l<~l<~m, xeD,  (3.11) 
l<~l<~m, x>c.  (3.12) 
Condition (3.9) generalizes condition D(u,)  in Leadbettter [12]. See also [13]. 
Other extensions of D(u~) which are special cases of (3.9) can be found in Adler 
[1], Davis [7, 8, 9], and Leadbetter, Lindgren and Rootzen [15]. These and many 
other authors discuss various aspects of the case where the sequence {X,} of 
stationary fields stems from a single stationary field Y = {( Y ] , . . . ,  Y~"), j e Z d} by 
means of 
X~j=c~n(Y~), j~Z d, l<-l<~m, n~N,  (3.13) 
where the t, cn s are increasing functions on R. Condition (3.8) extends Leadbetter's 
D'(u,)  [12]. Note that (3.7) is needed only if m > 1. 
It can be seen from the proof below that, if (3.9) holds only for some fixed/3 > 0, 
then the assertions of the theorem are still valid provided we restrict s c and the ~,'s 
to {1, . . . ,m}×[O, /3 ]  a. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1: Let M be the semi-ring of bounded rectangles in Rd+. Note 
that, by (3.6), 
El 'oxlA= Y P{X~j>~x}~AAl~t[x ,~)= E[flxlA (3.14) 
l j / vn~A 
for 1 ~< 1 <~ rn, A c M and x > c with/x~{x} = 0. Moreover, when c = 0, 
limsupP{l  ,lAx(O, oo)>k}< k-llimsup (3.15) 
n n j /vtneA 
which tends to zero as k ~ ~ by (3.10). Thus, by Propositions 2.3 and 2.4, we only 
need to prove so, ~ ~:. 
Lemma 3.2. Under (3.9) and 
(vn)P{Xno>X}<~,  l<~l<-m, x>c ,  (3.16) l imsup l l 
t'l 
the difference 
k k 
P ~ {~',(Aj)<~xo, le l j} -  I-I P{~'n(Aj)<~x,j, le l j}  (3.17) 
j= l  j= l  
tends to zero, whenever k ~ N, A1, . . . , Ak ~ M, are disjoint, I1, . . . , Ik ~ {1, . . . ,  m} 
and xo e D , l e lj, l <~ j <~ k. 
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Proof. Clearly [..Jj A j___ [0,/3] d for some /3 >0. We may assume without loss of 
generality that 
{s~R d, s <. t forsome t~Aj}c~l._J A~ =0, l<~j<k-  (3.18) 
i>j 
For 1 ~<j <~ k write ~ for the event 
{~:t.(As) ~< xo, I~/j}. (3.19) 
For fixed but arbitrary y > 0, write further A i = {s e Aj, s + y ~ Aj}, and H i for (3.19) 
with A~ replacing Aj. A simple recursive argument yields 
P r) I-I~-I-I PI-Ij 
J J 
<~2 E PHI\Hs + E 
j<k  j<k 
PH s c~ N Hi - PH IP ("1 Hi 
i>j i>j 
(3.20) 
The second sum on the right of (3.20) converges to zero by (3.9). The first sum on 
the right of (3.20) is bounded by 
EE ' ' P{~.(Aj\AI)> xts}<~ E E d(yvt.  + 1)(/3vt. + 1)d-lp{xt,,o > xo}. 
j<k  IEIj j<k  IEIj 
(3.21) 
By taking limsup over n the expression on the fight of (3.21) and then letting y-,  0, 
we get zero by (3.16). This proves (3.17). [] 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose (3.16) and (3.17), and also 
P{¢~([O, 1]a)~<x,,, le  I} - *exp( -  Y'. ,Un(Xt, 00)) (3.22) 
l~l 
whenever I ~ {1, . . . ,  m} and xl ~ D for 1 ~ L Then ~, d_.> ~. 
Proof. Write M, for the rectangles in M with rational vertices. Fix 
Pl, • •., Pa, q l , . . . ,  qd e N, and put p = I-Iipi and q = I-I~qi. By (3.17) and some simple 
estimation using stationarity and (3.16), we see that 
P{~Z,([0, 1]a)<~ x~, 1 ~ I} -  P{~:~,(I-I/[0, 1/pi])<~ xt, I e I} v, (3.23) 
P{~(I-Ii[O, qi/pi])<~x,, l ~ I} -  P{~(I-I~[O, 1/p~])<~x~, l e I} q (3.24) 
both tend to zero. Thus, by (3.22), 
P{ ~(~ [0, qff Pi]) <~xl, ~ I} ->exp(-(q/p) Y. izl(xl, (3.25) 
By stationarity and (3.16), we now obtain 
P{~(A)<~x"l~l}-~exp(-AA~'lz'(x"°°)) ' , I  
for all AeM, ,  I _{1 , . . . ,  m} and xjeD, leI. 
(3.26) 
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The class of sets { l} x A, where 1 ~< I ~ m and A ~ Mr, is a semi-ring with a separating 
generated ring. By the discussion finishing Section 2, ~, ~ ~ now follows from (3.17) 
and (3.26). [] 
Clearly (3.16) is weaker than (3.6), so (3.22) remains to be proved. For this the 
full strength of (3.6)-(3.9) is needed.. 
Remainder of the proof of Theorem 3.1. Fix r ~ N and divide the unit cube [0, 1] a 
into r a equally large disjoint cubes. By stationarity and Lemma 3.2, we get 
P{~:/~ ([0, l id) <~ Xl ' I E I } -  P{sd. ([0, 1/r] a ) <~ xt, I ~ [}  ra "-> O. (3.27) 
By the inclusion-exclusion i equalities, we obtain 
~., Z P{Xtj>x,}-S,,r<~l-p{~t,,([O, 1/r]d)<~x,,l~I} 
I~I  O<~j/vl ~ l / r  
<~ • Y~ P{X~j> x,}, (3.28) 
l~ l  O<~j/vl <~l/r 
where 
S,.r = ~, p{xk i> Xk, Xt,,i> X,} 
k I k,l~ l , k~ l,O~i/ vn, i /  vn<~ l /  r 
l + Z P{Xk,,> Xk, X,,2> X,}. 
. k . I Iql~ 1.0~ z~ vn,J/ v .  <~ 1/r,t ~ j  
By stationarity and (3.6)-(3.8), we get 
E I.~,(x,, ~)-Or<-liminfrd(1 - P{~:J,,([O, 1/r]d)<~X,, 1~ I}) 
I~I  n 
(3.29) 
<~ limsup rd(1--P{~l,,([O, 1/r]a)<~x,, 1~ I}) 
FI 
Z (3.30) 
I~ I  
where Or--> 0 as r-* 0o. By routine calculations (3.22) follows. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 3.1. [] 
Note that (3.17) and (3.22) follow from ~d__> ~ whenever ~{x} = 0 for 1 <~ l<~ m 
and x ~ D. 
We now discuss some applications of Theorem 3.1. Let { Yj,j ~ Z d} be a stationary 
process, let D ~ R be dense and suppose there are constants a, > 0 and b, ~ R, such 
that 
l imP{ sup Yj<~x/a .+b, ,}=F(x) ,  x~D,  (3.31) 
n O~j~n 
1 for some non-degenerate distribution function F. Let v. = n and put for fixed x ~ D, 
1{1 ,  i f Y j>x/a .+b, ,  
X,q -  0, otherwise. (3.32) 
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If (3.16) and (3.8) hold for arbitrary x e D, then, by Proposition 3.3, 
limP{ sup Yj<~x/a,,+b,r}=F(x) r-~, x~D, r~N. (3.33) 
" O~j~.  
It follows that F is of extremal type, i.e. F must belong to one of the three classes 
of max-stable distributions. Cf. [15]. 
Let V, be the number of independently and uniformly thrown arcs of length 1/n, 
required to cover a given circle of unit circumference q times. Flatto [ 10] proves that 
lim P{V,<~ n(x+log n+qloglog n)}=exp(-e-X/(q-1)t), x~ R. 
I1 
(3.34) 
Furthermore he gives a heuristic explanation of this fact, which, with the help of 
Theorem 3.1, may be made rigorous. 
An application of the first assertion of Theorem 3.1 to the theory of thinning can 
be found in [6]. 
For d = 1 and m e N, Berman has proved under conditions, distinct from (3.6)- 
(3.10), that 
( Z X~, l<~l~m)-~d (Y1, . . . ,  Ym), (3.35) 
where Y~,.. . ,  Y,, are independent random variables with Laplace transforms 
E exp(-tYz)=exp(-I~o,oo) (1-e-'~)d/z'(x)) ' t>~O" l<'l<'m' (3.36) 
[2, Theorem 5.1]. Berman's result may be extended to arbitrary d ~ N. Note that 
(3.35) is a particular case of I¢.lp ~ [¢lp- Moreover, Berman's proof of (3.35) may 
be extended to a proof of [¢,lp ~ t¢[p- Thus this assertion holds under two different 
sets of conditions, between which the relation is not completely clear. 
Let { Yj, j ~ N} be a non-decreasing sequence of non-negative random variables 
satisfying 
YJj= r a.s. (3.37) lira 
j--*oo 
for some T 
X.j 
Suppose the 
(3.6)-(3.10). 
(0, oo). Let 7/1, ~2, ' ' "  be random measures on (0, oo) and put 
= X~j= TO, (Yj, Yj+l], j ~ N, n ~ N. (3.38) 
X,j's form a stationary sequence for each fixed n ~ N. Suppose also 
For Borel sets B ~ (0, oo), we put 
~,B = 7%{sv,, s ~ B}. (3.39) 
(Here and in similar situations below v, = v~.) By combining Theorem 1 of Lindvall 
[17] with our Theorem 3.1, we get ~, ~ some ~ with Laplace transform 
E exp(-I f d;l) =exp(-r-l l f (l-e-xf°)) dp(x) d)t(s) , 
f :  (0, oo) ~ R+ Borel measurable. 
(3.40) 
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This result extends Lindvall's Theorem 2, which treats the case when the X,j's are 
independent and identically distributed for each n E N. Of course it is true also 
under the conditions of [2, Theorem 2.1]. 
The latter result may be used to analyze the extremal structure of processes 
P = {Ps, s > 0}, for which there exist random variables 0<~ Y1 < Y2 <' ' "  -> oo a.s., 
making the sequence 
{( Yj+,- Yj), p~, Y~<~s<~Yj+,;jEN} (3.41) 
stationary; cf. [21]. 
4. Continuous parameter 
Fix d, mE N and let {X,} be a sequence of semicontinuous processes on 
{1, . . . ,  m} x Ra+. Suppose the vector processes (X~,, . . . ,  X m) are stationary when 
regarded as processes on the Borel sets of Ra+. Continuous processes which are 
stationary in the usual sense are stationary also in this extended sense. Let the 
sequence {v,} be bounded away from zero, and define semicontinuous processes 
on {1, . . . ,  m}xRa+ by means of 
~,(1, s )=~l , ( s )=Xl , ( sv , )vc ,  l<~l~m,  sERa+, nEN.  (4.1) 
In this section we shall discuss various aspects of convergence in distribution of g, 
to the limit process ~: (see (3.4)). 
Our first result gives sufficient conditions for g, d_~ ~?. Here and below lim~ denotes 
lim~_,o. For 1 ~ l <~ m put 
Fl(x)=exp(--/~l(x, oo)), x> c. (4.2) 
Theorem 4.1. Let D c_ ( c, ~) be dense, and suppose there exist numbers 0 < q~, = q~ -> 0 
as n --> oo, for 1 <~ l <~ m and ot > O, satisfying 
! • 1 .<  lim limsup P{XI.([O, sv,,]) > x, Xn( jq . )  --~ x, 0 <<jqZ <~ sv,,} = O, 
sER a, s>0,  l<~l<~m, x>c .  (4.3) 
respectively replaced by Suppose further that (3.9) and (3.16) hold with X~j and v, 
! • l i X, ( jq , )  and v, /  q,, for each a > O. I f  
lira P{XZn([O, vn]d)<~X,, IE I}= II Fz(x,), 
n !~ I  
- I~{1, . . . ,  m}, XlED, IEI, 
(4.4) 
then ~ ~ ~. 
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Proof. Let M be as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. For a > 0 and n ~ N, let ff,,.(l, s) = 
=X. ( jq . )  if SV./ql.=j~zd+, =C otherwise. Since (~.~<~. a.s. for a>0 and 
n E N, (4.3) extends to 
lim limsup p ~ -t _< {~,~.(Aj)--:x0, le/j}-e ('~ {~(Aj)~<x0, le/j} =0, 
(4.5) 
where k e N, Aj e ~, / j  ___ {1, . . . ,  m}, x# > c, I e/ j ,  1 <~j <~ k. Note that the assumption 
of stationarity in Lemma 3.2 may be weakened to 
X~j d X~o, j~Za+, l<~l<~m, n~N.  (4.6) 
We see that (3.17) holds here too. Now ~, d_% ~: follows as in the proof of Proposition 
3.3. [] 
We proceed to discuss sufficient conditions for the sample path condition (4.3). 
As it applies for separate l, the dependence on l is suppressed in the notation. 
Proposition 4.2. Suppose there exist numbers 0< q~. = q. --> 0 as n --> oo such that (3.16) 
t respectively for every a > O. Suppose holds with X.( jq . )  and v./ q. replacing X~j and v.
also that v. --> co as n --> oo. If, for some h > O, 
limsup v.a-l P{X.([O, h ]a) > x} = O, (4.7) 
n 
lim limsup va.P{X.([O, h] a) > x, X . ( jq . )  <~ x, O<~jq. <~ h} = 0 (4.8) 
o~ n 
hold whenever x> c, then (4.3) holds. Moreover, (4.7) and (4.8) hold for arbitrary 
h>O, if 
limsup (v,/q,)aP{X,([O, q,]a) > x} < co, (4.9) 
n 
l imlimsup(v,/q,,)aP{X,([O,q,]a)>x,X,(jq,,)<~x,O<~j<~l}=O, (4.10) 
ot Fi 
for all x > c. 
Proof. 
cubes with side h, we obtain the estimate 
P{X.([0, sv.]) > x, X,,(jq,,) ~ x, O<~jq,, <~ sv.} 
<~ d(1-4- h~ q.)d-'(ll s I] v./h)dp{x. (o) > x} 
+ (lls II v./h)dP{X.(t0, h ]d) > X, X,.(jq.) <~ x, 0<~ jq. <~ h} 
+ d(1 + Ilsllv./h)a-lP{X.([O, hia) > x}, 
Fix s~Ra+, s>0,  and x> c. By dividing the rectangle [0, [sv . /h+l]h]  into 
(4.11) 
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from which the first assertion follows. The second assertion follows similarly by 
dividing the cube [0, h] a into cubes with sides of length q,. [] 
It is not hard to see that (4.4) follows from 
1 • 1 ~ .  ! lim P{X. ( jq . )  <~ xt, 0 ~jq,, <~ v., I ~ I} = rl G~t(x~), 
n 1~I  
(4.12) 
I _{1 , . . . ,m},  x lsD,  l s I ,  c~>0, 
where the distribution functions G~t are such that 
l imG,~z(x)=Fl(x), x~D,  l<~l<~m. (4.13) 
ot 
The next result gives sufficient conditions for (4.12) in the case m = 1. The dependence 
on a and l is suppressed in the notation. 
Proposit ion 4.3. Let De_ ( c, ~)  be dense. Suppose there are numbers O< q, -->0 as 
i n--> ~,  satisfying (3.9) and (3.16) with X~j and v. replaced by X. ( jq . )  and v,/qn, 
resp. Suppose also that v,--> oo, and that 
lim limsup ( v./  q. ) a 
r n h<l l jq .  J l<~vn/r 
P{X, (O)>x,X , ( jq , )>x}=O,  x>c,  
(4.14) 
for some h > 0 satisfying 
lim vdP (..J {X~( jq , )>x}=hdl - Ik i ( - logG(x) ) ,  
n O~jqn  ~ kh  i 
x~D,  k=(k l , . . . , ka ) ,  k i= l ,2 ,  l<~i<~d. 
(4.15) 
Then 
lim P{X.( jq . )  <- x, O<-jq. <~ v.} = O(x) ,  x ~ D. 
!1 
(4.16) 
Proof.  Fix r ~ N. Conclude as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that 
P{X.( jq . )  <~ x, O<~jq,, <~ v .} -  P{X,,(jq,,) < - x, O<~jq,, <~ v,,/ r} ~ -->0. 
For 1 e Za+ put 
n( l )  = 
(4.17) 
[..3 {X,( jq , )  > x}. (4.18) 
l<~jqn/h<~l+l  
By (3.16) with X,~ and v, respectively replaced by X,(jq~) and v,/q, ,  we get 
]P (_3 H(1) -P  [.3 {Xn(jq,)> x}J--> 0. (4.19) 
O~lh~vn/  r O~jqn  ~vn/  r 
The inclusion-exclusion i equalities how 
E PH( I ) -  ~ PH(k)nH(1)  
O~lh~vn/  r O~kh,  lh~vn/  r ,k# l 
<-P U Y. PH(I). (4.20) 
O~ ih <~ vn/  r O~ lh ~ vn /  r 
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By (4.15) the extreme terms tend to - (h / r )  a log G(x) as n ~oo. If Ilk-/ll > 1 then 
PH ( k ) c~ H (1) is bounded by 
( l+h/q , )  n ~ P{X, (O)>x,X , ( jq , )>x}.  (4.21) 
h<lljqnll~v./r 
Now suppose Ilk-/11 = 1. If the intersection of the cubes [k, k+ 1] and [l, l+ 1] has 
dimension d -  1 then 
lira vdpH(k)w H(1)=-2h  a log G(x) (4.22) 
n 
by (4.15). It follows 
lim vdPH(k)c~ H(/) = 0. (4.23) 
n 
If this intersection has lower dimension, then there are events B(i) with H(i)  ___ B(i), 
i= k, I, satisfying 
lim va~PB(i) = - -2d- th  d log G(x), i = k, l, (4.24) 
N 
lim vdpB(k)u  B(/)=--2dh a log G(x), (4.25) 
n 
as can be seen from a simple geometric argument. So (4.23) holds in this case too. 
The number of terms with I I k - / l l= l  in the second sum in (4.20) is finite and 
independent of n. Hence 
lim limsup r a ~ PH(k) c~ H(I) = 0. (4.26) 
r n O~kh, lh~vn/ r ,k~l  
The proposition ow follows by routine arguments. [] 
Theorem 4.1 together with Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 provides a method for proving 
that ~, ~ ~. This is illustrated in the next section. 
The discussion in the introduction about the interpretation of g, ~ ~ (see 1.13)) 
still applies, although the latter is proved here in a more general context. 
Let us conclude this section by an estimate which shows that (1.28) follows from 
(1.27). Let s, teR+,  s<-t and fix T>0.  Then 
O~ < P{Or/r n [s, t ]~O}-P{O+nrn[s ,  t]#O} 
<~ P{Onr n Is, t] ~ O, o+nr n Is, t] = O} 
<~ P{s ~ tit } = P{ Y(O) >- UT}. (4.27) 
5. Applications to Gaussian fields 
Below, ~, ~b will denote the standard normal distribution function and density, 
resp. Recall that, as u ~ 00, 
(1 -~(u) ) - l~(u) /u  ---, 1. (5.1) 
The following result is useful also for non-Gaussian applications. Its proof is omitted. 
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Lemma 5.1. Let u be an increasing left-continuous function on a closed set V c_ R. 
Suppose, in the case inf V = -oo, that 
inf{u(x), x e V} = -oo, (5.2) 
and, in the case sup V = oo, that 
sup{u(x),  x ~ V} = oo. (5.3) 
Define 
c(y)=sup{x~ V, u(x)<~y}, y~R,  (5.4) 
where sup 0 = inf V. Then c is V-valued, increasing and right-continuous. Furthermore, 
for y ~ R and x ~ V with x > inf V, 
c(y)>-x iff y>- u(x). (5.5) 
Note that the only requirement on u at the point inf V (provided inf V > -oo) is 
u( inf  V) ~< inf{u(x), x ~ V}, (5.6) 
since u must be increasing. We may even have u( inf  V) = -oo. In this case, (5.5) is 
trivially true for x = inf V. For example, if u is an increasing function on {1 , . . . ,  n} 
then we may extend u to V= {0 , . . . ,  n} by putting u (0)=-oo .  In this case the 
lemma yields c = Y~j>o lt.,~J),~)- 
Now consider a stationary Gaussian field { Ys, J ~ Ze } with zero mean, unit variance 
and covariances r ( j )= EY~Y~+j satisfying 
sup Ir(j)l < 1. • (5.7) 
j~o  
Fix ~'> 0 and choose levels u, = u,(z) such that 
n%(u.)/u. - ,  (5.8) 
and assume 
n d E I r ( j ) l exp( -u~/ ( l+ l r ( j ) l ) )~o .  (5.9) 
0<UJll~n 
Let X.j be 1 if Yi >I u.,  0 otherwise. Put c = 0 and v. = n. Condition (3.6) follows 
at once from (5.8), while (3.8) and (3.9) follow by a straightforward use of the 
Normal  Comparison Lemma (i.e. Theorem 4.2.1 in [15]). The case d = 1 is treated 
in Lemma 4.4.1 of [15]. We conclude by Theorem 3.1 that the distribution of the 
normalized point process of exceedances of the level u., i.e. the counting measure 
of the set {j/n, j e Zd+, Yj >-u.}, converges weakly to a Poisson process on Rd+ with 
intensity ~'. 
Note that (5.8) holds iff 
2 u.  = -2  log ¢ - log  4"rr + 2 log n d - l og  log n d +o(1)  (5.10) 
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(cf. proof  of [15, Theorem 1.5.3]). Thus we may always assume that u, is a continuous 
function of z. 
Note also that (5.9) follows from (5.8) if (5.7) is replaced by either of 
r(j)logllJll-,O as IlJll-  , (5.11) 
Elr(j)lp <oo for some p > 0. (5.12) 
J 
Cf. [15, Ch. 4.5], which treats the case d = 1. 
Next  consider an Rm-valued stationary Gaussian field { (Y~, . . . ,  Y~),  j ~ Z a} 
with means zero, unit variances and covariance rk~(j) k ! = EY i  Yi+j satisfying (5.11) 
or (5.12). Also suppose that Iru(0)l < 1 when k # I. 
Fix c t> -~.  For 1 ~< l ~< m let zt : (c, oo) ~ R+ be decreasing, left-continuous and 
such that z~(x) ~ 0 as x -~ oo. Wri te/~ for the measure on (c, oo) with Izz[x, oo) = rz(x), 
x > c. Let Ut be the support of/~t. Note that Ut is dosed in (c, oo). Put Vt = U~ w {c} 
if c > -oo, = U~ otherwise. Clearly Vt is closed in R. For 1 <~ l <~ m choose functions 
! l un on U~ such that (5.8) holds pointwise. I f  c is finite, extend un to V~ by putting 
l i u~(c) = -oo. Suppose un satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5.1 and define c, by 
! ! i (5.4). Put X~ = c , (Y j ) ,  j ~ Zd+, and let vn = n. Condition (3.6) follows as above at 
once from (5.8). Condition (3.7) follows by straightforward calculations, using the 
Normal  Compar ison Lemma, from the fact that < 1 whenever k # I. Condi- 
tions (3.8) and (3.9) follow by calculations imilar to the case m = 1. So, by Theorem 
3.1, the point processes upported by 
{(j /n,c~(YJ)) , jEza+,cZ,(YJ)>c}, l<-l<~m, (5.13) 
are asymptotical ly independent, with Poisson processes on Ra+x(c, oo) with 
intensities A x/x~, 1 <~ l <~ m, as limits in distribution. 
Note that no condition is needed on the cross-covariance in the case m = 2 and 
y2=_  y j .  Cf. Davis [71. 
Also note that, in the classical case where zl (x)=e -x, x e R, we may choose 
u~(x) = x~ a, + b,, where 
a,  = (2 log na) 1/2, (5.14) 
b, = a,  - (2a, ) - l ( log log n a +log 4¢r) (5.15) 
(cf. [15, Theorem 1.5.3]). 
Now we turn our attention to the continuous-parameter case. Let { Ys, s ~ R a } be 
a stationary Gaussian field with zero mean, unit variance and covariances r(s)= 
EY~Y,+s satisfying 
sup Ir(s)l<l, h>0.  (5.16) 
Ilsll~h 
Also suppose there is a continuous non-zero function C on Rd\{0} such that, for 
some a with 0 < a <~ 2, 
(1 - r ( sq) ) /q°~C(s )  as0<q~0,  (5.17) 
for all s ~ R a, s # 0. 
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For each a > 0, let 0 < q,, (u) = q,~ be such that 
u2/aq~(u)'->a as u-->oo, 
and put 
~(U)= Ha6(g)U  2d/a-1, 
where 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
as T -~.  Then 
TdO(UT) --> ~-, 
and, moreover, 
U2T/(2 log Td)~ 1. 
So that if 
qT = q~T = a(2 log Td) -1/', 
then 
U2T/ a qaT "-> Or. 
By (5.23) and (5.24) we get, for h > 0, 
Tdp~( o~jormaX~ kh YJqr>UT}~7"ha(I~i ki)H~(a)' 
Ha=limT-df( eXpI sup Zs>x}dx, (5.20) 
T 0,oo) kO<~s<~T 
with {Zs} a Gaussian process having 
EZs=C(s), seRd+, (5.21) 
Cov[Z~,Zt]=C(s)+C(t)-C(s-t), s, teRd+. (5.22) 
Fix h>0 and let k=(k i )Eg  d, 0<k<~2. Then, as u~,  
P~/o ~,q~.max~< kh YJq°>U}/O(u)->ha(~ki) H~(a)' (5.23) 
where Ha(a)-~ 1 as a-~ O, and 
,{oS:p 
This may be seen by a slight extension of the arguments yielding Lemmas 1 to 5 in 
Bickel and Rosenblatt [3]. See [15, Ch. 12] for the case d = 1. 
Now fix z>0 and choose ur = UT(~') SO that 
U2T--2 log T d - (2d - a)a -1 log log T d 
-> -2  log 7 - log  2,rr + 2 log Ha + (2d - a)a -1 log 2 (5.25) 
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where k = (/q) ~ Z e, 0< ki ~<2, and 
Tdp( sup Ys> ur}-'>rh d, 
kO~s~h 
resp. We conclude 
TaPI sup Ys>UT, Yjqr<~ur, O<~jqr<~h} 
LO~s~h 
Note  that  1 - H~(a)  ~ 0 as a + O. 
Let Xr (s )= 1 if Y~r I> ur, =0 otherwise. Suppose 
( X Ir(jqr)lexp - 
h-Iljqrll-7" 1 + Ir(jqr)l] 
(5.31) 
~ (1 -  H~(a)). (5.32) 
-->0 (5.33) 
for a > 0 and  h > 0. Let T-> co through the subsequence { T(n)}. Clearly (3.16) holds, 
1 l with v, and X,o replaced by T(n)/q~,r<,,) and Xr<,)(0), resp, for each a>0.  
Condition (4.7) follows from (5.31), while (5.32) implies (4.8). By Proposition 4.2, 
i ! the sample path condition (4.3) is at hand. That (3.9) holds, with vn and Xnj replaced 
by T(n)/q~r<n) and Xr<,)(jqr<,,)), for arbitrary a > 0, can be verified by a straightfor- 
ward use of the Normal Comparison Lemma~ Condition (4.14) may be verified 
similarly. Finally, (4.15) follows from (5.30). Thus, by Proposition 4.3, 
P /  max Xr(,)(jqr(,))=O} -->exp(-zH,(a)). (5.34) 
k O~jqT(n) <~ T( n ) 
As noted in Section 4, this is sufficient for (4.4), viz. 
P{Xr<~)([0, T(n)]a)=O}-->exp(-r). (5.35) 
So, by Theorem 4.1 and the fact that {T(n)} is arbitrary, the normalized set of 
exceedances of the level ur by { Y~}, i.e. the random set {s ~ R~, Ysr >I ur} converges 
in distribution to the support of some Poisson process on R~ with intensity ~'. 
It is not hard to prove that (5.33) holds for any family {ur} satisfying (5.26), 
provided (5.16) is replaced by either of 
r(s)log Ilsll-'O as Ilsll-'co, (5.36) 
f r(s) ds < co. (5.37) 
Cf. [15, Ch. 12.5] for the case d = 1. 
Now suppose (5.36) or (5.37). Let F be a distribution function and write ~" for 
the left-continuous version of - log F. Put c = inf{x, r (x )< co}. Proceed as in the 
discrete case to obtain increasing right-continuous functions cr satisfying 
cr(y) i> x iff y >t ur(z(x)), y ~ R, x > c. (5.38) 
The sample path condition (4.3) follows as in the one-level case above. So does 
also (3.16) for arbitrary a > 0. From this case we also conclude (4.4). That (3.9) 
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holds for all a > 0 can be seen by rather straightforward calculations using the 
Normal Comparison Lemma and the fact that (5.33) holds for any family {ur} of 
levels satisfying (5.26). So, by Theorem 4.1, we conclude that the distribution of 
the semicontinuous process ~r, given by 
~r(s)=cr(Y~r), s~R d, (5.39) 
converges, for To  oo, to the distribution of some semicontinuous process ~ on Rd+ 
with independent peaks satisfying 
P{(~(K)<~xI=F(x) K, K~.  (5.40) 
Recall that this formula characterizes the distribution of ~ completely. 
A case of particular interest arises when r (x )=e -x. Here we may choose 
ur(r(x)) = x/ar  + br, where 
ar = (2 log Td) 1/2, (5.41) 
_,[2d -a  
br=ar+ar  ~ -2a - -  log log T d + log H,, - ½ log 2-rr-+ 2d - a log 2 ~. J 2a 
(5.42) 
Cf. [3, 15]. 
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